H-Net reviews posted to the H-Net Commons 18 Oct 2021 - 25 Oct 2021

Announcement published by H-Net Reviews on Monday, October 25, 2021

Type:
Home Office Notices (Jobs, Reviews)

The following reviews were posted to the H-Net Commons between 18 Oct 2021 and 25 Oct 2021.

Reviewed for H-War by Alex Paul

Reviewed for H-Luso-Africa by Thiago Mota

Reviewed for H-War by Stephen Moore

Reviewed for H-Nationalism by Magdalena Novoa

Reviewed for H-Early-America by Rhonda Barlow


Reviewed for H-Poland by Joanna Sliwa


Reviewed for H-Diplo by Peter B. White


Reviewed for H-Environment by Pollyanna Rhee


Reviewed for H-Environment by Alison Maas


Reviewed for H-History-and-Theory by Jacob Zumoff


Reviewed for H-Africa by Haythem Guesmi

Smith, Stephen. _Scramble for Europe: Young Africa on Its Way to

Reviewed for H-Africa by Jennifer Hart

Reviewed for H-Nationalism by Michael A. Hill

Reviewed for H-Italy by Melissa Vise

Reviewed for H-Italy by Brian J. Maxson